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NSS ACTIVITIES IN YEAR 2016-17 

NSS unit of Cummins College of Engineering for women, Nagpur is having enrolled 
total 150 students from granted & non-granted units. Unit activities are 
coordinated by Program Officer, Prof. Y. V. Dandekar under the guidance of 
Principal, Dr. B. P. Joshi. 

In year 2016-17 unit conducted following activities— 

 

1. NSS unit conducted tree plantation program on 26thJune 2016. Total 300 saplings 
were planted by students and staff of Cummins college of Engineering Nagpur in 
college premises. Shri. AjayjiSancheti, MP, Rajyasabha was prominently present 
during the event. Shri. PramodjiGorhe, Chairman, MKSSS, Pune, Shri Milind 
Kukde, Chairman, Nagpur Prakalp of MKSSS, Dr B. P.  Joshi, Principal, Cummins 
college of Engineering Nagpur were present. 
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2. Blood donation camp organized by of JivanJyoti Blood Bank, Nagpur. In total 52 
units of blood was donated in the event. Program was organized on 19th January 
2016. 

 
 

3. NSS unit celebrated “Internatinal Yoga Day” on 21st June 2016. Dr. Sanjay 
Khalatkar from Santaji Science College was chief guest and he taught various 
Yogasanas to students & staff present.  

 

 
 

4. NSS unit of Cummins college of Engineering for women, Nagpur has organized 
Svachha Bharat Abhiyan at various places in unique way. Student volunteers 
performed various activities including Street Play, cleanliness awareness drive and 
interviews with public regarding cleanliness and tried to make people aware of 
cleanliness mission. People give great response to the students. 
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5. NSS Unit of Cummins college of Engineering for women, Nagpur has organized 
VisakaAbhiyan (Cashless Transaction awareness drive) in Khadka&Takli villages 
in unique way. Student volunteers gave personal training to the public 
regarding Cashless Transaction and trained them. The villagers were taught to 
use mobile applications like BHIM, UPI & SBI Buddy from their own mobile. 

 

 

6. Ms. Kalyani Bhatwalkar from college NSS unit participated in Republic Day 
Parade at Mumbai on 26th Jan 2017. 
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7. Students from NSS unit also engaged in “Each One Teach One” program where 
school children from Hingna are taught by our volunteers every Saturday & 
Sunday.  

 

 
 

 

Prof. Y. V. Dandekar 

NSS Program Officer 

Cummins college of Engineering for women, Nagpur 


